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ABSTRACT 
Cloud is a relatively new concept and emerging technology. The information assurance, data protection, network security and 
privacy concerns have yet to be fully resolved. Cloud is offering different services to its users. Data sharing between two 
organizations is common in many application areas. Current data sharing and integration among various organizations require a 
central and trusted authority to collect data from all data sources and then integrate the collected data. In today’s trend, there is 
need of data sharing while preserving privacy in cloud. With cloud computing, it is necessary for data to be not only stored in the 
cloud, but also shared across multiple users. For this purpose many different data sharing techniques are developed in cloud 
environment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Clouds are the hottest issue in the field of IT from a year now. Introduction of cloud computing has made a 
revolutionary change in the field of IT. Cloud computing is a most recent area which offers a different model for IT. 
Cloud computing is emerging technology which consists of existing techniques combined with new technology 
paradigms. In this technology, we shared different resources like software’s, hardware’s and information is provided to its 
users and other peoples on internet whenever demanded.  

Today’s world relies on cloud computing to store different data such as their public as well as some personal 
information which is needed by the user itself or some other persons. Cloud service is any service offered to its users by 
cloud. As cloud computing comes in service there are some drawbacks such as privacy of user’s data, security of user data 
is very important aspects. Cloud computing is demand on shared computing resources. With the continuous development 
of cloud computing technology, its appliance is more and more widely. Now a days, cloud computing is often used with 
different synonymous like grid computing, cluster computing, distributed computing, autonomic computing. 
    Privacy is an important issue in cloud computing, whenever user wants to make use of data that involve individual 
sensitive information. With the rapid development of internet technology, privacy preserving data publication has become 
one of the most important research topics and become a serious concern in publication of personal data in recent years. 
However, for data owners who are becoming increasingly concerned about their privacy of the data which contains some 
personal information about individuals. 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Privacy is one of the major concerns when sharing data on network for business analysis. Privacy preservation is the 
most important area in today’s computing field. For this purpose, there are different techniques given as- 

Computing is combination of a set of software framework, infrastructure, and middleware services that can allowed 
sharing and selection of resources. Grid computing have different types of parameter such as software framework, 
infrastructure and middleware service allowing seamless sharing, aggregation and selection of resources across multiple 
heterogeneous control and administrative domains, etc. 

In paper “Privacy Protection In Anonymous Computational Grid Services”, Service-oriented architecture (SOA) 
technique implemented  based on grid backbone and they performed different functions like stakeholders are service 
providers, service requestors or service consumers and service brokers. In this research author, used service requestor 
communicating through Java enabled web browsers. The server or service providers or the service collators had the web 
page container. when the client browser intend to load with JAVA designated servlet, by using communication and it can 
be continued through SOAPXML messages. In between multiple service providers to collate the responses to one single 
colossal query by using dynamic collaboration. They had an architectural model like that they used a collaborative  model.  
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Onion routing is also used for security purpose in gird computing. In this method, only encrypted packet gets 
transferred among intermediate core nodes, the node that having specific distinct attribute serves as the public key. For 
private key, dynamically generated token before every hop. 

The main advantage of onion routing, no encrypted message get lost during travelling in network if any intermediate 
node failed.   

In paper “Privacy Preservation by k-Anonymization of Weighted Social Networks”, proposed an anonymization 
technique for weighted graphs, i.e. for social networks. They proposed a method that provides k-anonymity of nodes 
against attacks where the adversary has information about the structure of the network, including its edge weights. In this 
method, group of different nodes with similar and dis-similar sets of neighbours and their connections into super nodes 
and edges, respectively. They mainly consider prevention of identity disclosure, but they also touch on edge and edge 
weight disclosure in weighted graphs. 

The advantage of this method, it had efficiently work in a weighted graph. Whereas drawback of this method, to 
preserve utility of the graph. 

In paper “Anonymizing Classification Data for Privacy Preservation” discussed method TDR, which having the large 
scale of data sets and complex anonymity requirements. There research objective in this is to evaluate the method, that is, 
TDR, for preserving the usefulness of classification and the scalability on large data sets. For the evaluation of usefulness, 
they compared the classifier built from the masked data as well as unmodified data. In past researched work some model 
the classification metric on the masked table, the optimality of such metrics does not translate into the optimality of 
classifiers. According to author knowledge, classification of anonymity on the basis of single dimensional generalization 
and on the basis of this impact is evaluated. Because of these reasons, there evaluation used the baseline of the 
unmodified data and the reported results. All experiments on TDR were conducted on an Intel Pentium IV 2.6-GHz PC 
with 1-Gbyte RAM. 

The proposed TDR method having many advantages, it should produced comparable accuracy, TDR much more 
efficient than previously researched and TDR have also found better anonymization solution for classification.  

In paper “Privacy Preserving in Data Mining Using Hybrid Approach”, author suggested Oruta method, for privacy-
preserving public auditing mechanism for shared data in the cloud.    

There work in this research involves three parties: the cloud server, the third party auditor (TPA) and users. There are 
two types of users in a group: the original user and a number of group users. The original user and group users are both 
members of the group. Group members are allowed to access modify shared data created by the original user based on 
access control polices. Shared data and its information are both stored in the cloud server.On behalf of group members, 
third party auditor had verified the integrity of shared data in the cloud server.  

This method worked efficiently and securely to verify shared data for a group of users. The third party auditor have 
able to correctly detected whether they had any corrupted block in shared data. 

There are many limitations of Oruta, only group generated valid  verification information on shared data, it could not 
identified single user on shared data and also large communication cost.   

In paper “Oruta: Privacy-Preserving Public Auditing for Shared Data in the Cloud”, proposed technique k-degree-l-
diversity model for data publishing in privacy preserving social network. They implemented  l-diversity as well as 
recursive ðc; lÞ-diversity.  They introduced a noise node adding algorithm to construct a new graph from the original 
graph with the help of constraint of introducing fewer distortions to the original graph. They gave analysis of the 
theoretical bounds on the number of noise nodes added and their effects on an important graph property. There extensive 
experimental results demonstrated using noise node adding algorithms could achieved a better result than the previous 
worked by edge editing only. For generating a k-neighbourhood anonymous  graph was sort all nodes by their 
neighbourhood graph size in descending order and then recursively adjust two nodes neighbourhood graphs to be the 
same until a k-neighbourhood anonymity graph was generated. An unanonymized node having the smallest degree with 
the highest priority to be added. The noise node adding strategy should be considered in this step to improve the utility of 
the published graph. 

This research having many advantages, it can reduced noise nodes, a unified data together to guarantee the privacy. 
Whereas drawback of this method data should be overlapped.   

In paper “Protecting Sensitive Labels in Social Network Data Anonymization”, proposed technique trust-based privacy 
preservation method for data sharing in P2P. In a P2P system, in which privacy is different from the traditional node 
anonymity problem and the identities of the participants are known. During data acquirement a peer acted as the proxy 
server. To get the data through proxy server,  requester sends the request first which made it difficult for the 
eavesdroppers. A privacy measuring method is given to evaluate the proposed research. A recommendation caused the 
largest change in the trust value is predetermined by the peers. Recursive calculation  done by the fading speed and the 
mapping functions. Least-square-error method are determined the parameters . When a threshold exceeds then the 
difference between the predicted trust value and the observed value and the algorithm will change the values of the 
parameters. This makes the algorithm the changes in peer’s behaviour. 

The advantages of this method efficiency/accuracy trade-off in trustworthiness assessment. The drawback of this 
method lack of privacy. 
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 In paper “Trust-Based Privacy Preservation for Peer-to-Peer Data Sharing” suggested technique privacy preserving 
repository to integrate data from various data sharing services. The performance of decryption depends on these 
parameter repository only collects the minimum amount of information from data sharing services based on users’ 
integration requests, and data sharing services can restrict our repository to use their shared information only for users’ 
integration requests, but not other purposes. They assume that our repository can access all shared data and focus on how 
data sharing services shared data for specific data integration requests to prevent our repository from using the shared 
data for other purposes. In this research they have only focused on matching operations and  additive homomorphism 
encryption schemes there repository could be easily extended to support SUM and AVG aggregate operations.  

The drawback of this system it cannot worked for large scale data sets and enable there repository to support more 
types of data integration operations. For future research need to investigate the behaviour of our repository when there are 
conflicts among data sharing services’ policies on the shared data. 

 
3. Comparison 

Sr.No. Name of 
Technique 

Advantages  Drawbacks 

1 Grid 
Computing 

Preventing both intersection and 
predecessor attacks as well as 
protected from eavesdropping and 
traffic analysis 

Updated Perodically 

2 k-anonymity Gives privacy protection 
and usability of data 

Homogeneit-y and 
background attack 

3 TDR Scalability for  large 
data sets 

Support only single 
dimension a 
generalization 

4 TPA Work efficiently and securely  Large communicati-on 
cost 

5 Repository 
System 

Larger data distribution capability difficult 
for the eavesdroppe-rs 

 
4. CONCLUSION 

The identification of security challenges and mitigation techniques in Cloud Computing is challenged by considering 
the large number of services. Most of the responses from survey, noted that Cloud Computing will place dominant and 
expandable information transactions. Because it offers many flexible services, provides easy, individualized and instant 
access control to the services and information where they are for the users. In the process of identification from the 
research methods AIDA and Survey, we will identified satisfactorily number of challenges and mitigation techniques in 
current and future Cloud Computing.  
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